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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing environment are deployed nowadays by various organizations mainly for the purpose of storing and 
manipulation of data’s. In this regard reliability and availability is major issues while manipulating the data over cloud 
environment. Users accessing their data which are stored in the pool of resources that are provided by the service providers. 
Managing the workload, data in an efficient manner over the shared computing resources is also demanding task for the granted 
SLA. In this paper we discuss about the various fault tolerant mechanisms and Resource management techniques that are available 
in the cloud computing framework. 

 

KEYWORDS:  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing (CC) environment plays a vital role in business oriented processing in storing and 

manipulating the data. The significant challenges faced by service providers are failure of the components and 

managing the resources. The failure can occur in any component in the cloud architecture and will disseminate 

to any other components such as the computing server that hosts various applications, failure in the network that 

represents the cloud architecture and the failure of running applications.  

Cloud computing can be used to address the issues related to multi-objective optimization and huge scale 

optimization problems. The cloud service can be provided by entering into an agreement between the service 

provider and the user which, usually known as a Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

There are various approaches to provide fault tolerant cloud infrastructure that are intended for 

virtualization of cloud environment.  

The models of Cloud Services are coined as X-as-a-Service signifies a unit devoted as a Service. In general, 

the three main levels of cloud are Software-as-a-Service, Platform--as-a-Service, and Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

(SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, respectively). 

Based on the usage of the Cloud, Cloud deployment models can be diversified into four different clusters: 

private clouds, for single organization, community clouds built for a community of consumers, public clouds 

common to the public, and hybrid clouds for coalescing different other models. 
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The Resource sharing is crucial part of the Cloud Computing. The pool of virtual resources is created 

through the Virtualization of clouds. 

 

Disruption Of Cloud: 

Services: 

In this section we provide the various causes and impact of failures that will occur in the cloud 

infrastructure. 

 

A. Types of failures: 

1. Errors that are caused by human actions which occur deliberately or not deliberately which can be 

fixed easily. But there are also chances for the errors that will destroy the cloud data and the services provided 

by the cloud infrastructure [1]. 

2. Errors that occur due to the failure of the software. The software failure normally occurs due to bad 

design , bugs and un supported version by the cloud infrastructure[2]. 

3. Failure of the physical components that are caused due to heavy network traffic and overload at the 

servers end. 

4. Failures that are caused by the disasters such as earthquake, fire accidents or tornadoes which will have 

high impact on the cloud infrastructure and services provided by the cloud. 

 

B. Impact of service Disruptions: 

1.  Masked disruption, when the service provider can recover failed components without causing service 

disruption for end users and tenants. 

2. Degraded service, when offered services get reduced in quality, but are not interrupted. Some 

degradation may incur penalties (see next subsection). 

3. Unreachable service, when the service or data still resides in the servers, but cannot be accessed by end 

users or tenants. This is the most common case for network communication failures. 

4. Corrupted service, when the service cannot be recovered and end users and tenants lose critical data 

and associated revenues and might initiate legal actions against the cloud service provider. 

 

C. Consequences of Cloud Service Disruptions: 

Cloud service providers, tenants, and users confront three different costs or losses induced by cloud service 

disruption: 

 

1. Repair costs:  

 paid by the cloud service provider when failures affect cloud components. Vishwanath et al. [3] provide a 

quantitative evaluation of the effect of failures in servers of large data centers. The study observed failures and 

replacement of servers of about 8% of 100,000 servers (i.e., 8,000 servers) in a period of 14 months, amounting 

to a total repair cost (without considering penalty) of around US$ 2.5 million. Similar results are reported in 

another study performed on the Google cloud infrastructure [4]. 

 

2. Penalty Costs: 

 incurred by cloud application and cloud infrastructure providers when cloud services are disrupted by 

reducing their availability. As an example, the availability and penalty costs incurred by 28 cloud service 

providers due to service disruptions in 2007–2013 were estimated to amount to over US$ 273 million [5]. 

 

3. Business revenue losses: 

 the missed business opportunities, in an extended sense, due to cloud service outages. This can be very 

significant, given the dependency of today’s business on cloud computing services. 

 

I. Fault Tolerant Techniques For Cloud Computing Binfrastructure: 

a) Fault Tolerant  in Servers  

Physical servers are essential for computation and storage in cloud computing infrastructures. Fault 

Tolerant   techniques in servers are implemented at both the physical and/or the virtualization layer. 

The surveyed approaches in server Fault Tolerant  can be divided in two groups: Fault Tolerant  in physical 

servers covering Fault Tolerant   techniques for physical servers and storage units. 

Fault Tolerant   in virtual servers covering Fault Tolerant techniques for virtual machines (VMs) and virtual 

storage (VS) Fault Tolerant -in-server’s techniques, 
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1. Fault Tolerant in physical servers: 

 covers a set of failure removal, protection, and recovery methods acting at different levels, namely the 

physical machine (PM) components, the processes, and the data inside the physical server. In this regard, the 

physical-failure isolation or fencing method  provides failure removal in PM components  and processes, while 

the process-level replication (PLR)  method enforces failure protection and process check pointing  provides 

failure recovery in process level [6]– [8]. Protection and recovery of data are enforced by error detection and 

correction coding (EDCC) and redundant array of Independent disks (RAID) techniques. 

a) Failure isolation or fencing: is the isolation of failed circuits or components in the hardware or process 

in the software to avoid failure propagation. An example of fencing used in multiprocessor architecture is the 

failure contention and component retirement. 

b) Process-level replication (PLR): consists in running multiple executions of the process on different 

cores or CPUs (OS level) [9], and/or in different server and/or in different cloud providers. 

c) Process check pointing: is the re-initialization of a process, or of a server, or of the entire OS when 

failures or abnormal functions occur. Management tools for cloud infrastructures use reset/reboot to deal with 

failed process in PMs and VMs. 

 

2) Fault Tolerant in virtual server:  

Includes Fault Tolerant methods based on server virtualization acting on virtual machines (VM) or on 

virtualized storage (VS). Virtual server protection is provided by VM replication in different servers,  while VS 

recovery is provided by VM migration and VS data coding. By combining VS protection, recovery and failure 

removal, some approaches use VM check pointing and VM placement techniques. VS Fault Tolerant   

techniques focus on data recovery and/or protection, but also include data integrity enforcement by VS 

authentication for data integrity control, and VS resilient architecture design to unify data coding and 

authentication techniques. 

 

a) VM replication:  

 consists in replicating VMs in multiple PMs to provide Fault Tolerant. VM replication must ensure 

replication diversity (of PMs and OS environment), synchronization, and low cost in terms of additional 

resources. Earlier VM replication techniques, such as Zap [10], only work among homogeneous OSs and similar 

PMs. Later, the approach AutoPod  [11] was suggested to achieve VM replication between  heterogeneous OSs 

and PMs. To address the challenge  of replica synchronization, a recent extension of Zap and AutPod, called 

fault-tolerant VM (FTVM)  [12] has been proposed that is able to save up  to 10% of the synchronization 

overhead compared to Baseline replication schemes. VM check pointing and VM placement approaches 

(discussed later) have been suggested to minimize cost while providing the fast recovery of VM replication. 

 

b) VM migration: 

 consists in the relocation of the entire VM content from a failed PM to a non-failed PM.  This scheme 

provides low-cost, yet best-effort recovery. Two approaches to VM migration can be used: pre-copy and post-

copy. Pre-copy migration relocates the full VM content (i.e., memory and storage) before initiating the users’ 

reconnection, therefore inducing significant service downtime. Two such approaches are Xen VM migration 

(Xen-VM-Mig) [13] and VMotion [14]. VMotion achieves lower service downtime compared Xen-VM-Mig, as 

it does not interrupt the access to the VM during the migration process. Post-copy migration techniques 

gradually replicate the content of the VM without interrupting the communication from users. One approach 

using this technique is PostCLMV [15] which reduces the migration time by 50% compared to Xen-VM-Mig  

and VMotion. However, the service downtime is still  high for large and diverse VMs [16] compared to VM 

replication. 

 

II. Cloud Computing Resource Management Models: 

A. Classic Resource Management Concepts: 

Processing systems models are commonly divided into descriptions of the workload and the system. 

Scheduling systems are often described using the three-field notation [7], [8], while queueing systems can be 

expressed in terms of the Kendall’s notation [9]. The scheduling problem consists in allocating tasks to 

machines in given time slots, while queuing theory studies the behavior of the service systems that execute 

arriving tasks. 

 

B. Workload Models: 

CC workloads are submitted by cloud users, i.e. individuals or organizations that use cloud services. The 

tasks may require multiple resource types and additional objects, such as input or output data. The granularity of 

a task may vary from a simple HTTP request, to the execution of a larger process up to the whole life cycle of a 

VM. 
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In the simplest case, the tasks are independent, i.e. the success and finish time of each task are accounted 

separately. 

More complex models involve related tasks. This typically implies that the system response time is defined 

as the finish time of the last task in a group. Two such models are: the Bag of Tasks (BoT) model, in which a set 

of tasks has no additional constraints; and the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) model featuring precedence 

constrained tasks [14], [15]. A special subset of workflow applications are multi-tier applications, which involve 

simple and repetitive patterns of dependencies between tasks, representing different layers of Web services [16]. 

The behavior of users, or groups of users, can vary over time. This aspect is noticeable at the higher CC layers 

as changes in users’ requests [17] and at the lower CC layers as variable resource utilization [18], [19]. To 

summarize, cloud usage patterns are heterogeneous due to the varying user needs. 

 

Conclusion: 

The first section of this survey introduced the main characteristics of cloud computing, the service model, 

the architecture, the challenges of resiliency, and some preliminary definitions used throughout this work. In the 

next two sections, we categorized and introduced several approaches to resiliently design and operation of cloud 

infrastructures and applications. We also included measurement and estimation techniques for cloud computing 

resiliency. Here, we provide an overall summary of both sections, with a global overview of all techniques 

(spanning Servers, networks, middleware, and the application layer) which compares them in terms of methods, 

goals, and survivability. We coarsely refer in the following to basic, mid, and high resiliency level to indicate 

both the quality of the resiliency (recovery time and availability) and the coordination Capabilities among the 

computing and networking domains of the cloud system. 

This survey has presented a wide range of CC problems addressed by all major CI paradigms. CI proves to 

be applicable to multiple resource management problems that exist at all layers of CC. The advantages of CI 

paradigms in the field of CC are complementary: ANNs can be used to predict workloads, FSs may be used to 

deal with uncertainties, and EAs may be applied for search and optimization. CI and CC are in fact cross-

fertilizing: CI contributes multiple tools that can deal with the dynamics, the uncertainty, the growing scale and 

multiple objectives of cloud systems. CC proposes challenging new problems that lead to the creation and the 

improvement of CI theory and practice. As CC proves to be a new major paradigm, with growing market share 

and research interest, and as CI becomes more widely applied and accepted in real-life (often critical) systems, 

everything suggests that the connections between CI and CC will expand and strengthen over time. 
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